Scholarly Articles
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**Websites and Videos**

24 Reasons Why Mentorship Is Important for Mentee and Mentor

Duke Graduate School mentoring

Duke Graduate School, The unofficial advisee guide

How To Benefit From Mentorship Programs (With Steps)

LinkedIn Learning course and videos for mentoring best practices

Office of Intramural Training & Education: Teaching and Mentoring
Mentoring guides for students – University of Washington

Mentoring guides for faculty – University of Washington

Resources for Culturally Aware Mentoring

Resources on faculty mentoring – University of Michigan Dearborn

Mentorship resources at Yale

University of Michigan Mentoring and Advising

UTSA mentoring resources, associations, organizations, books, and additional scholarly articles

Books


Dean, D. J. (2009). Getting the most out of your mentoring relationships: A handbook for women in stem. Springer.


Podcast

A seven-part Working Scientist podcast series from Nature that explores how science can better support and reward its academic practitioners.